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The Pentagon
KREMLIN ON THE POTOMAC

By MEDFORDEVANSin American Op~nion, February, 1970

Pentagon represents the military-top echelon, to be sure,
"the big brass", as the more or less amiable pejorative has it
-but still the military establishment of the United States.
Nothing could be further from the truth, as General
Twining, General Curtis LeMay, General Edwin A. Walker,
and any number of other generals and' admirals know very
well. The Pentagon represents the American military the
same way a leash and muzzle represent a police dog. And in
this case the leash and muzzle have been locked in place by
those who intend to open the premises of the nation to un-
precedented intrusion.

It is a commonplace that there are two schools of thought
in the top layers of the American power structure-the One
Worlders and the Military-Industrial Complex. What may
be hard to realize, but is ever more evidently true, is that
these two groups are now one and the same. American Big
Business has global interests, and thus no interest in any kind
of parochial patriotism. There 'was a time, now viewed with
scorn by the intelligentsia, when American investments
abroad were protected by American arms-the Marines in
Nicaragua or China, as you recall. During the Depression
there were fewer foreign interests of Americans to protect,

I and less to protect them with; there was, however, at home a

M N· ,. I' t CI k M II h ff t b k great development of the governmental structure; whichr. ixon s journa IS ar 0 en 0 wro e a 00 d fi b hostil .. .
I d Th P ta I f It b "If seeme at rst to e osti e to BIg Business, but whichca e e en gon a coup e 0 years ago. egan: duri W ld 'Xl I h . . ., t d t t' h ld b fill d ith th t t unng or war I , t rough cost-reimbursable contractspower en s 0 corrup , we s ou e e WI e grea es hi d I f b . '

h . b t th f th P t V' d ac ieve an ama gam 0 usmess and government.appre ension a ou e power 0 e en agon . .. iewe
in its totality, the power centralized in the Office of Defense After World War II it seemed for a time that American
Secretary could be used to impose a dictatorship on the enterprise would expand unchecked throughout the globe,
nation". An even more expert observer, General Nathan F. protected by the residual prestige of the U.S. militaryestab-
Twining.rwrote about a year earlier: lishment, which though promptly disbanded as a fighting

.. -:l America's citizenry should candidly recognize forc~ was felt. to be on. tap at all times, as 'prove~. by ~e
that, while this nation has no military "man on horse- readmess (so It see~ed m retrospect, th?ugh It certamly ?id
back", alld no Prussian-type Armed Forces General not seem so at the tIme? of the conversion to a war footmg
Staf/,- a system has evolved in which the nation now after Pearl Harb?r. BesI~es, there ~as the post-'Yar m?no-
has a single civilian Chief of Staff in the Secretary of poly of Ehe atomic bomb. It was gomg to be an American :
Defense. This single civilian today exercises the total Century .
power which our democracy has historically been so During this era of the afterglow of victory-from V.J.
reluf_tant to see tall underany J)n_e__indjvidua~utroJ.-- .Day-in_-August--1-9-4-S to -the KOl-ean debacle beginning ill
Whether this is good or bad is a matter for historians. June 1950-the internal relationships of the government-
(Neither Liberty Nor Safety, Page 188.) Big Business amalgam were revolutionized. Whereas, during
Well, General, you are too polite. The Pentagon, as you the War, business and industry had felt that they were the

surely know, hires its own historians, and unless we make quite willing servants of the armed forces-and the quite
and act on some kind of judgment now, the historians of the unwilling servants of the bureaucracy-after the War they
future will be less, not more, likely to render a true and fair came to realize that the armed forces could very well serve
verdict. Every man his own historian, I always say, and as them, while the bureaucracy could be reduced to something
for me I say down with the Pentagon and bring back the between an annoyance and a protective screen.
American fighting man. It is a popular fallacy that the (continued on page 4)

To call the Pentagon-the Kremlin on the Potomac is not
thereby to state that the U.S. Defense Department head-
quarters is the control center of the Communist conspiracy
in our country, though it does not exclude such a possibility.
Kremlin is a Russian word meaning citadel, and every
Russian city of the Middle Ages had its kremlin, the one in
Moscow being now uniquely famous and having acquired a
special meaning as the symbol of Soviet power. The Encyclo-
pedia Britannica says:

KREMLIN . . . the central fortress in medieval
Russian cities, usually situated on the high bank of a
river or in the angle formed by the confluence of two
rivers. . . . the walls 'Were usually built with slight
angular breaks, so the kremlin had the form of an ir-
regular polygon in plan.
Well, our Pentagon, which is situated near the con-

fluence of the Potomac and Anacostia rivers, is not an ir-
regular polygon, its five sides having all the same length,
but it is an unusual polygon-much more unusual than the
sort of isosceles triangle formed by the Kremlin in Moscow,
and if possible even more of "a riddle wrapped in a mystery
inside an enigma".
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FROM WEEK TO WEEK
It has been quite clear, at least to us, for the last twenty

years that the likelihood of another world war has been
growing increasingly remote; but the threat of such a war,
assiduously played up by the mass media and political com-
mentators, has formed the best possible smoke-screen for the
strategic dispositions essential to police the World State
under the World Government, so long foreshadowed and
now so imminent. Mr. Healey, British 'Defence' Minister,
has made it more or Jess official that NATO is done for:
Europe's security is absolutely predicated on America's H-
bombs. The coming about of this situation has been visible
for a long time; but the point of no return has now been
passed. The strategic assets of the world are now in the hands
of international cartels, and Russian forces are deployed to'
ensure the strategic security of the territorial basis of world
government-the Middle East and Mediterranean. If the
Tories imagine they have any options left in this situation,
let them recall the Suez Crisis when the active collusion of
Moscow and Washington was first publicly displayed. '

What happens next? "In the first year of the new [U.S.]
Administration we have seen Government artificially [i.e.,
purposefully] drive the cost of money up to its highest level
in 100 years of American history. The move intended to
reduce inflation has seriously disrupted many sectors of the
economy.

"We have seen a new Tax Bill which will increase the
capital gains tax, curtail the tax advantages of depreciation
in real estate investment, has already eliminated tax credits,
and has essentially stripped fiscal policy of many of its built-
in devices to stimulate the economy." (Bernard Cornfield,
president and chairman of Investors Overseas Services.)

We have repeatedly warned that when the crash comes,
it will be contrived to look like an accident. We do not for
one moment imagine that the 'new' Administration does not
know what it is doing, or is making 'mistakes'. Quite obvious-
ly the stage is being set for a financial crash in which
millions will lose their life-savings, and even their homes,
paving the way for the open coalescence of World Finance,
International Cartels, World Communism, the United
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Nations, and World Covemmcut. A well-integrated and in-
dustrially developed nation commanding its own raw "-
materials could easily survive an American financial disaster;
but independent nations, or Empires such as the British
(economically self-sufficient) have been eliminated. South
Africa could survive, but should she attempt it, she will be
destroyed under the pretext of eliminating racialism.

Short of an upsurge of American public opinion against
the instigators of. this _co_!!1ingcrime-and the upsurge of
anything except anarchy in the chaos of a financial catas-
trophe is difficult to imagine-there would now seem little
hope. The British Conservative Party in Opposition had an
unparalleled opportunity to expose the situation before the
enemy was ready to strike. Now what can they do? If they
will not discover and proclaim that the financial system is
completely fraudulent, they will indeed be hanged with the
rope of their obstinate disbelief. The industrial system does
not exist to provide employment; the purpose of trade is not
to provide a financial surplus, except to repay money which
need never have been borrowed. The British Empire has
been dismantled by the timid and the traitors at the instiga-
tion of our implacable enemies, to whom Christian national
culture and individual prosperity were until now insuperable
obstacles to a mechanistic World Government. But the in-
superable has been overcome, at the cost of untold millions
of lives and appalling suffering. No wonder that Jesus, who
saw it coming, wept.

But no; the Conservatives merely hope to win the elec-
toral race to Power, and they are encouraged by the com-
mentators who, like race-course touts, sell their 'tips'-f~
-living.-Aspil-ants- --fer· -gev-@FBm~ llot---w,a.J)t-to--s~,
power for Governments; they probably, even if unconscious-
ly, hope for crises to sustain emergency powers. To proclaim
their rivals for power 'incompetent' is to imply their own
superior competence, and what they want is a difficult situa-
tion in which to demonstrate that superiority, even if the
difficulty lies on the edge of disaster, as it does now. Mr.
Heath finds it more expedient to disavow Mr. Powell than
to denounce traitors; an increasingly ungovernable situation
provides a "challenge to leadership"; the problem, as Mr.
Heath seems to see it, is to convert the stampede of the
Gadarene swine into an orderly march to destruction. A
lawless society calls for more Law. This, of course, is just
what the Communists believe; but they are more strongly
fortified in their belief because they also believe that Com-
munists, not petit bourgoisie, have a historic mission to 'lead'
the fully-employed proletariat out of disorder into the orderly
production. of goods to raise the standard of living of the
capitalistically down-trodden people of the underdeveloped
'nations'.

We would pray that even just a handful of patriotic Con-
servative Parliamentarians would get together and give full
and careful consideration to the- article, Culture and Ritual,
written by C. H. Douglas 25 years ago and republished in
our previous issue, "The greatest war of all is still to be
fought-to a conclusion, this time". The only place where
this war can be fought .now, in Britain, is in Parliament.
The Socialist Government, quite avowedly, represents Inter-
nationalism, the enemy of patriotic nationhood. Its purpose,
like Mr. Heath's, is to 'lead' the British into 'Europe'-half \..
way to World Government. But the Conservatives must face
the actual consequences of what they have allowed to hap-
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pen, or contributed to themselves either through misguided
.,I idealism ("Winds of Change") or invincible and wishful

ignorance of the real forces confronting them. "The Con-
servative Party has been guilty of the unforgivable sin, and
must suffer for it." Recognition of this, and true repentance,
might still lead to redemption. But public opinion, no matter
how well informed, can now achieve nothing except through
dedicated British patriotic leadership based on political and
economic reality. To this, a response arising from British
character and culture might save the world, just as the Spirit
of Dunkirk saved the world, and as economic "management"
for One World objectives will destroy it. We need a second
coming of Christianity, fully understood as being "something
inherent in the very warp and woof of the Universe".

This present Parliament is the last chance for the Con-
servatives. Win or lose the next election, they face oblitera-
tion thereafter. The forces they face are precisely the forces
which were behind Hitler, those which financed and pro-
moted him for the destruction of the then existing world
order (largely based on the Pax Britannica) which, win or
lose the war, he was certain to bring about. The Conserva-
tives can speak now, in Parliament, a platform to the world;
but in due course, and probably before long, they will be
silenced for ever as "criminal reactionaries". Do they really,
in the light of Suez, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Camp David
. . . believe "it can't happen here"? If they do, they will
perish for that belief, not voluntarily as heroes, but in de-
rision at the hands of their enemies, like American prisoners
in Vietnam. Let them not forget that "their" Government
trades with Russia, which sustains the Communists and the
atrocities in Vietnam-all in the cause of One World
Government. -

Drift from Reality
A hundred "Church executives and economists" as well

as representatives of "international agencies" attended a
consultation at Montreux at the end of January and came to
the conclusion that they should allocate funds to finance
"programmes and projects that stress social justice, self-
reliance and economic growth". (Church Times, 6 Feb.,
1970). "Social justice," incidentally, usually means socialism,
the antithesis of self-reliance, and as the World Council
of Churches sponsored the consultation, and as a portion
of the fund raised is to be spent on "educational and political
action in the affluent world", the cause of international
socialism is unlikely to suffer from these activities. One
feels that few of the delegates understand what is really
happening in the world they wish to benefit.

An indication of the kind of future in store appears in an
account of the proposed division of the diocese of Oxford.
One of those cO.llcerned___in_th_e__dh1is:ion..--_we-read_--C alsG-iI:l

- - The Church Times) "is in favour of a southern diocese-
.Iargely the area defined in the Redcliffe-Maud report as
Unitary Authority No. 52 ... ". But I do not know whether
the proposed diocese will be called "No. 52".

Nor does this issue of the paper seem to understand the
position in its description of Bertrand Russell as "one of the
outstanding intellectual giants of this or any period in
English history". I prefer Peter Simple's description of him
as doyen of the protest industry.

The question, "Is the Soviet Navy ahead of ours?" forms
the title of an article in, naturally, an American paper,
(Human Events, Jan. 17, 1970) in which Col. R. D. Heinl
Jr. points out that "The Russian navy can outshoot ours, and
their ships go faster. They are 10 years or more ahead of us
in surface-warfare missiles .... Other than that, the Russians
have a second-best navy". Moreover their warships are much
newer, and Col. Heinl deplores the "decade of indifference".
But the article shows awareness of what is actually happen-
ing, despite all diversions supplied by protestors, etc. And by -
contrast, M. Barsley (The Times, Jan. 13, 1970) quite
rightly refused to take seriously Dr. Robinson's words, "the
Christian revelation gave the last word to the left". For of
course the left in action means a world full of puppets under
monolithic rule, which is precisely the position rejected by
Jesus Christ at His Temptation.

Refreshing indeed to read the views of Dr. William S.
Snow, father of John Snow the cricketer. "Writing in his
parish magazine, Dr. Snow of Bognor Regis says, 'I was
appalled to see Bishop Sheppard in company with my lords
of Stepney and Southwark leading anti-apartheid demonstra-
tions at Twickenham. Why are demonstrations calculated to
stop sporting events confined to the Springboks? There is a
horrible political apartheid in Russia'." (Daily Express, Jan.
31,1970.)

John Braine the author and former left-winger points out
that there is no atrocity in people defending themselves. In-
deed (Catholic Herald, Jan. 16, 1970), "I and the majority
of people in the West will resist to the death" against the
threat of World Communism to destroy the West. For Com-
munism rejects Christianity, "the rule of law ... and every-
thing that we mean by freedom.". . . free speech does not
exist in "North Vietnam, any more than it exists in Red
China or the USSR. ... We are fully justified as Christians
to resist Communism by all means within our power". He
does not seem to think that the Christian revelation "gave the
last word" to the left, and shows a far more realistic ap-
proach to the world in which we live than the parading
bishops or the former Bishop of Woolwich.

-H.S.

The Rising Toll in Vietnam
Saigon, January 22-0fficials of the U.S. Command re-

port that 84 Americans were killed in Vietnam last week
and 706 wounded. These figures bring total U.S. combat
casualties since 1961 to 40,226 killed, 264,429 wounded
and more than 1,400 listed as missing or captured. Another
7,200 Americans have died from so-called non-hostile causes
such as accidents and illness. South Vietnamese losses for the
week are put at 197 men killed and 839 wounded, bringing
their death toll for the war to 100,842. An estimated
_592J952 Communists__haze been kil1ed during the same--
period. (Since the war talks began in Paris more than 20
months ago, 17,612 Americans have died in South Vietnam's
battlefields. )
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The Pentagon (continued from page 1) States have always made deals-hare never been genuinely
It was during this era that the organization now known close to .~ direct armed confrontation. "-

as the Department of Defense was planned, together with Dwight Eisenhower wrote in Crusade In Europe (or per-
major. spin-offs such as the Atomic Energy Commission and haps Joe Barnes wrote for him) that after the conquest of
the Central Intelligence Agency. Other "historians" will Germany, when he was in Berlin, "Overshadowing all goals
catch me up on calling A.E.C. a spin-off of the Defense De- for us Americans was the contribution we locally might make
partment, since the atomic agency was set up with much toward establishing a working partnership between the
fanfare in 1946, a year before the armed services were first United States and Russia". (Paperback edition, Page 486,

_"u~ifi~"'. Thus i~ ,",-ouldbe ~o'~ _l>r_~_!~~o_~ _!_~~t_A.F;~C.__ita~cs added.} In some sense~it ~ppears_that the par!!ter~hi?
Was a spin-off of toe war-nepartment, which- a year .later was establis1ied and has endured to' tlie present, when It IS
was merged into' what was first called the National Military no doubt being immeasurably strengthened at Helsinki and
Establishment, and two years later, in 1949, was tightened wherever they take the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
up and given its present name, Department of Defense. The (S.A.L.T.) from there.
Central Intelligence ~gency was o~igi~allyunder the Secre- Some such analysis as the foregoing will explain two
tar~ of Defense, but m the reorgam~ationof 1949 was made things: (1) the rapid demobilization of U.S. armed forces
an mdependent agency. (Boy, was It ever!) after World War II, (2) the interminable series of disarma-

The simple, but possibly elusive and yet vitally important ment conferences, of which. S.A.L.T. is simp.lythe current
fact is that the Department of Defense-for which "the example. But how account, m such an analysis, for the fact
Pentagon" is the popular synonym--did not "just grow", it that betwee~ 1950 and 1969, through all or par.ts of the
was created. Truman, EIsenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and NIxon Ad-

ministrations, the United States has so enormously escalated
its defense budget, and has so provocatively seemed to arm
itself to fight its working partner the Soviet Union, while

For what purpose _wasthe DepartI?ent of Defens~ created? actually involving itself in wars in Korea and Vietnam which
To' control the Amencan armed services, The Atomic Energy would be absurd if they were not so hideous-wars which
Commission and the Central Intelligence Agency were seem to be deliberately prolonged (the Korean War is not
created for the same purpose. actually over) by U.S. refusal either to yield or to win? It is

After World War II it was felt in the bones of the Brah- as if. we wanted to keep some sideline war going for an
minical caste that the U.S. Army (which then included the ulter~or purpose-not dependent on the. out~ome of the
Air Corps) and Navy were embarrassing white elephants. fightmg. The very _purposeof these ~onflicts IS.so vaguely
Basically, the werld-had been-eenqeeeed-es-ef tOO -time -Bf- defined tbat ~u_r_g1:m~f_o! rsrav~lOperatIOns,AdmIral Thomas "-
the Yalta conference, and there was simply nobody to fight. H. Moorer, IS quoted m. U.S;, N~w: & tyorld Report for
There was a rather open assumption that the "Big Three"- ~ece~ber 1~ 1969 as saymg, So It IS entirely possible that
the United States, Soviet Russia, and Great Britain-. formed hIst~nans WIll pot be able to say t.hat ~m such-and-,~ucha
a very real global condominium, with France and what is day m such-and-such a year the war m VIetnam ended .
now called Nationalist China having nominal membership in Why, since we have made it plain that we will not fight
this world directorate. Among the Big Three themselves- a major war, do we insist on fighting minor wars? The reason
as always happens in troikas-' there was an observable ten- we give for not winning the minor wars is that we dare not
dency for pairs to form against the remaining one, some- provoke the major war: But to fight the minor war at all
times with one line-up, sometimes another, but most often could provoke a major war, and inability (if that is what it
the United States and Britain against Russia.Or so it seemed. is) to win a minor war might even encourage a major enemy;

to attack us. It appears virtually certain that we know there '"
will be no major war, and that the minor wars are conducted,
in effect, by joint agreement with the Soviet Union-which
says to us, as it were, You can destroy and hill to such and
such an extent in Korea and Vietnam, but no [urther, if
you value our partnership. And we have said the corre-
sponding thing to them as regards, for example, Hungary and
Czecho-Slovakia.

Yet on the surface our wars in East Asia seem to be far
more pointless than Russia's operations in Central Europe. It
seems as if we had since 1950 not built up our armed ser-
vices in order to fight these wars, but fought these wars in
order to build up our armed services.

(To be continued)

II

Later, at the time of Korea, Great Britain appeared to
give at least indirect or negative support to Russia (as the
principal back of North Korea), while in 1956 at Suez the
United States openly sided with Russia against Britain (and
France and Israel). Yet despite these pairings and jostlings,
no two of the Big Three ever seriously fell out with one
another. In spite of N.A.T.O. and the Warsaw Pact, in spite
of the nuclear arms race and the rise of two of the Three to
the status of "superpowers"-despite all these things, or some
would say because of .them, war between any two of the great
nations of the earth (define "great nations" how you will)
has remained since 1950 "unthinkable".

Some people thought. they were thinking about it during
the so-called "missile crisis" of October-1962, but many of
us denied then the possibility of a real clash, and it turned
out we were right, whether necessarily or accidentally we
won't now argue. But it is now known (though it was not
known at the time') that Kennedy and Khrushchev made a
deal about the Cuban situation, and for the quarter of a
century from 1945 to 1970 Russia, Britain, and the United
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